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Connecting Online & Poster Session Format 

This year’s meeting will be hosted using Webex. The software can be downloaded for free 
at https://www.webex.com/downloads.html.  A link to connect to the meeting will be 
sent to all registered individuals ~72 hours prior to the start of the meeting. If you do not 
receive this information, please contact us at ghastings@gsu.edu or 
jmanna@sas.upenn.edu.  These email addresses will be monitored during the meeting 
and in the hours preceding in order to deal with any attendee concerns and troubleshoot 
any technical problems that may arise during the meeting. 
 
Attendees to the meeting are encouraged to update their Webex client version to the 
most recent in order to participate in the events in the most seamless way. This meeting 
will use Breakout Rooms in order to conduct the poster sessions.  This requires Webex 
software version WBS40.9 or above (https://help.webex.com/en-
US/article/nroo6fs/Webex-Meetings-%7C-Breakout-sessions). The posters are numbered 
as indicated in the conference booklet or on the website at 
http://physics.gsu.edu/hastings/MWSE47/Poster%20Presentations%20Titles.pdf).  The 
breakout rooms are also numbered accordingly, and each poster presenter should go to 
the breakout room number that matches their poster number. The poster presenter can 
share their screen and start their poster presentation once in the breakout room. 
Attendees can freely move between breakout rooms. 
 
As introduced last year by Danny Ducat, we will again use SpatialChat software to host an 
online social hour event on Friday evening. The link to the room is at 

https://spatial.chat/s/47thMWSE.  
While we certainly hope to be back to an in-person format for 2022, it is worth 
considering how we may improve our interactivity as a scientific community by 
integrating more options for virtual interaction and attendance. Therefore, please direct 
any feedback to ghastings@gsu.edu or jmanna@sas.upenn.edu about the format of this 
meeting so that we may improve the quality of future virtual gatherings of our scientific 
community. 
 
A recording of the meeting will be made. However, in order to respect the wishes of 
attendees and those who present lectures, this recording will only be released on request 
and only for those presenters who agree to allow their presentation to be shared. 
  

https://www.webex.com/downloads.html
mailto:ghastings@gsu.edu
https://help.webex.com/en-US/article/nroo6fs/Webex-Meetings-%7C-Breakout-sessions
https://help.webex.com/en-US/article/nroo6fs/Webex-Meetings-%7C-Breakout-sessions
http://physics.gsu.edu/hastings/MWSE47/Poster%20Presentations%20Titles.pdf
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fu15680805.ct.sendgrid.net%2Fls%2Fclick%3Fupn%3DfkNx49oS-2B-2BGByESre0bxk6NEmiLzOnctTrb-2FENx1fj4G3xir8-2F-2B-2FNLzuquXCbIFQgRsl_5dEml9gy5vbwa0rH-2FAOf8lqzSr-2FfT5b5Snu-2BPrtwuqqiTFJx0Hw75bPZ-2FUKZWVxg-2FuxjFwfEkqUbLsxOwbXm2w77oVknumYRaxd2VMb38NcHvp-2FxlRtjxHVF2ZCQZ5DePoaUP2lC2GiOYFGSYkXi3O-2FYWOeW5NdX80-2BxYRcv5MhsKW6AfyiTfAMiphwdHgVcTu22yd5-2FAhoj7XMLhEDBRxolp1Yq3CAN5SUHMGjptwAntij-2FyT4a-2BC4PfUb7dp0FRzf-2B0wSWyvf9ehKR7S0K8PVf-2BynrsA8LbmMu2HqcWx03wiDcxhOMWW03TO796bdUm5v6AdNLG7bei8ggW-2Bolug-3D-3D&data=04%7C01%7Cghastings%40gsu.edu%7Cf4333115727b4213897b08d98dc734ed%7C515ad73d8d5e4169895c9789dc742a70%7C0%7C0%7C637696709012549086%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=7JGpzSh%2Fh6uDcSltnz3hdxp7xiDorburKRfxXOk96Ww%3D&reserved=0
mailto:ghastings@gsu.edu
mailto:jmanna@sas.upenn.edu
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Program 

47th Midwest/Southeast Photosynthesis Conference 

 

All events will take place virtually. Links and detailed instructions will be sent to registrants 

in advance of the meeting. All times are in Eastern Standard Time (EST). 

 

 
Friday, Oct. 22, 2021 

4:00-4:10 pm Opening remarks 

4:10-5:10 pm  Session I 

   4:10-4.30 Colin Gates 

Kinetics and targeting of Vipp1 aggregation in cyanobacteria 

   4:30-4:50 Shrameeta Shinde 

Thermodynamics plays an important role in enhancing terpene  

productivity in cyanobacteria 

   4:50-5.10 Amit Kumar Singh 

Multi-layer Regulation of Rubisco in Response to Altered Carbon  

Status in Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942 

5:10-6.10 pm Keynote Lecture 

Prof. Barry Bruce 

Tetrameric Photosystem I in Cyanobacteria: Structural 

Functional, and Evolutionary Implications 

6:10-8:00 pm Poster Session I (Poster presenters 1-13) 

8.00 pm + Online Social Hour 

 Saturday, Oct. 23, 2021 

10:00-11:00 am Session II 
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  10:00-10:20 Patricia Walker/Anesha Sengupta  

Engineering natural competence into the fast-growing cyanobacterium 

Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973 

  10:20-10:40 Chris Gisriel 

High-resolution cryo-EM structure of photosystem II from the mesophilic 

cyanobacterium, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 

  10:40-11:00 Anton Avramov 

Functional role of D1-E189 ligand during the light driven assembly  

of nature’s water oxidizing complex 

11:00-11:20 am Coffee Break 

11:20-12.00 am Session 3 

  11.20-11.40 am Amit Srivastava 

A Simple Electrostatic Model for Accurate Prediction of Mutation-Induced 

Frequency Shifts in Water-Soluble Chlorophyll Proteins 

  11.40-12.00 am Collin Steen 

Interplay between LHCSR proteins and state transitions govern the NPQ 

response in intact cells of Chlamydomonas during light fluctuations. 

12:00-2.00 pm Poster Session II (Poster presenters 14-26) 

2:00-3:00 pm Keynote Lecture 

Prof. Greg Engel 

Understanding the Design Principles of Photosynthetic Light Harvesting: 

Controlling quantum beats in 2D electronic spectra of the FMO complex 

using redox chemistry 

3:00-3.15 pm Awards presentation 
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Featured Speaker Abstracts 
 

Prof. Barry Bruce 

 

University of Tennessee, Knoxville 

 

Tetrameric Photosystem I in Cyanobacteria: Structural 

Functional, and Evolutionary Implications 

 
Photosystem I (PSI) is one of two photosystems involved in oxygenic 

photosynthesis. PSI of cyanobacteria exists in monomeric, trimeric, and 

tetrameric forms, which is in contrast to the strictly monomeric form of 

PSI in plants and algae. The tetrameric organization raises questions 

about its structural, physiological, and evolutional significance. Here we 

report the ~3.9 Å resolution cryo-EM structure of tetrameric PSI from 

the thermophilic, unicellular cyanobacterium Chroococcidiopsis sp. TS-

821. The structure resolves all 44 subunits and 448 cofactor molecules. 

We conclude that the tetramer is arranged via two different interfaces 

resulting from a dimer-of-dimers organization. The localization of 

chlorophyll molecules permits an excitation energy pathway within and 

between adjacent monomers. Bioinformatics analysis reveals conserved 

regions in PsaL subunit that correlate with the oligomeric state. 

Tetrameric PSI may function as a key evolutionary step between the 

trimeric and monomeric forms of PSI organization in photosynthetic 

organisms. 
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Prof. Greg Engel 

University of Chicago 

 

Understanding the Design Principles of Photosynthetic Light 

Harvesting: Controlling quantum beats in 2D electronic 

spectra of the FMO complex using redox chemistry 
 
Photosynthetic organisms harvest energy from the sun and direct this energy toward 

the reaction center with enviable precision and efficiency. Over the years, we have 

often measured and modelled how (and how fast) this process occurs, but the 

microscopic details of the process and how to control it or engineer similar schemes 

has eluded us. One (controversial) approach to this problem has been to explore 

coherent energy transfer using quantum coherences. Quantum coherences, or beats, 

observed in ultrafast optical experiments arise when light-matter interactions from 

a coherent source drive a system out of thermal equilibrium. The dynamics of these 

coherences can, in theory, provide insights into the Hamiltonian underlying the energy 

transfer processes of photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes. However, a great 

deal of controversy has arisen based on the assignments of these signals. Are they 

really reporting on the excited state dynamics? Are they merely ground state 

vibrations? Are they vibrations in the excited state (and are they relevant)? Is the 

truth somewhere in between where vibrational and electronic states mix? Recent work 

has shown that redox conditions affect the ultrafast energy transfer dynamics in the 

Fenna-Matthews-Olson pigment-protein complex in green sulfur bacteria. Here we 

present ultrafast two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy measurements on the 

Fenna-Matthews-Olson antenna complex under both oxidizing and reducing conditions. 

We observe many excited state coherences present in reducing conditions, which more 

closely mimic the natural conditions of the complex, are absent or attenuated in 

oxidizing conditions. Further, the presence of these coherences can be assigned to 

the excited state and is correlated with increased vibronic coupling in the system and 

faster, more efficient energy transfer through the complex. 
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Oral Presentation List 
 

Oral Presentation 1 

Kinetics and targeting of Vipp1 aggregation in cyanobacteria 

Colin Gates1, Nicholas C. Hill2, Kelsey Dahlgren3, and Jeffrey C. Cameron4 

1Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, Loyola University Chicago, Chicago, IL 60660.  
2Department of Biochemistry, 3Interdisciplinary Quantitative Biology Program, BioFrontiers 

Institute and 4Renewable and Sustainable Energy Institute, University of Colorado, Boulder. 

 

 

Oral Presentation 2 

Thermodynamics plays an important role in enhancing terpene productivity in 

cyanobacteria 

Shrameeta Shinde1*, Sonali Singapuri1, Zhenxiong Jiang1, Bin Long2, Danielle Wilcox1, 

Camille Klatt1, Joshua S. Yuan2, and Xin Wang1 
1Department of Microbiology, Miami University, Oxford, OH.  
2Synthetic and Systems Biology Innovation Hub, Department of Plant Pathology and 

Microbiology, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843 

 

 

Oral Presentation 3 

Multi-layer Regulation of Rubisco in Response to Altered Carbon Status in 

Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942 

Amit K. Singh1, María Santos-Merino1, Jonathan K. Sakkos1,  

Berkley J. Walker 1,3, Daniel C Ducat1,2 
1MSU-DOE Plant Research Laboratory, 2Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 

and 3Department of Plant Biology, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. 

 

 

Oral Presentation 4 

Engineering natural competence into the fast-growing cyanobacterium Synechococcus 

elongatus UTEX 2973 

Kristen E. Wendt, Patricia Walker, Annesha Sengupta, Justin Ungerera, Himadri B. Pakrasi* 

Department of Biology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO. aCurrent address-Bayer Crop 

Sciences, Chesterfield, MO. 

 

 

Oral Presentation 5 

High-resolution cryo-EM structure of photosystem II from the mesophilic 

cyanobacterium, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
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Christopher J. Gisriel1, Jimin Wang2, Jinchan Liu2, David A. Flesher2, Krystle M. Reiss1, 

Hao-Li Huang1, Ke R. Yang1, William H. Armstrong3, M. R. Gunner4, Victor S. Batista1, 

Richard J. Debus5, and Gary W. Brudvig1,2 

1Department of Chemistry, 2Department of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale 

University, New Haven, CT. 3Department of Chemistry, Boston College, Chestnut Hill. 
4Department of Physics, City College of New York, New York, NY. 5Department of 

Biochemistry, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521, USA. 

 

 

Oral Presentation 6 

Functional role of D1-E189 ligand during the light driven assembly of nature’s water 

oxidizing complex 

Anton Avramov1, Minquan Zhang, Rob Burnap 

Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Oklahoma State University,  

 

 

Oral Presentation 7 

A Simple Electrostatic Model for Accurate Prediction of Mutation-Induced  

Frequency Shifts in Water-Soluble Chlorophyll Proteins 

Amit Srivastava, Safa Ahad, Jacob H. Wat and Mike Reppert 

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.  

 

 

Oral Presentation 8 

Interplay between LHCSR proteins and state transitions govern the NPQ response in 

intact cells of Chlamydomonas during light fluctuations. 

Collin J. Steen *,1,2,3, Adrien Burlacot *,4,5,6, Audrey H. Short 2,3,7, Krishna K. Niyogi 2,4,5, 

Graham R. Fleming 1,2,3,7 
1Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, CA. 2Molecular Biophysics 

and Integrated Bioimaging Division Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA. 
3Kavli Energy Nanoscience Institute, Berkeley, CA. 4Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 

University of California, Berkeley, CA. 5Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, 

University of California, Berkeley, CA. 6Department of Plant Biology, Carnegie Institution 

for Science, Stanford, CA. 7Graduate Group in Biophysics University of California, 

Berkeley, CA 
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Oral Presentation Abstracts 
 

 

Oral Presentation 1 

 

Kinetics and targeting of Vipp1 aggregation in cyanobacteria 

 

Colin Gates1, Nicholas C. Hill2, Kelsey Dahlgren3, and Jeffrey C. Cameron4 

1Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, Loyola University Chicago, Chicago, IL 60660. 

Email: Cgates4@luc.edu 
2Department of Biochemistry, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309. Email: 

Nicholas.Hill@colorado.edu 
3Interdisciplinary Quantitative Biology Program, BioFrontiers Institute, University of Colorado, 

Boulder, CO 80309. Email: Kelsey.Dahlgren@colorado.edu 

4Renewable and Sustainable Energy Institute, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, USA. 

 

Vesicle-inducing protein in plasmids 1 (Vipp1) is an essential protein for photoautotrophic 

growth across the tree of life. Vipp1 forms aggregates which the cell uses to remodel thylakoid 

membranes, repair damage, and relieve membrane stress. Herein we spatiotemporally resolve 

exchange between inactive cytoplasmic Vipp1 and its active functionalities and address the 

mechanism by which the cell recruits and allocates Vipp1 to sites of damage. We demonstrate 

that Vipp1 can be aggregated to a specific site in the thylakoid membrane by (blue) laser 

damage, but cytoplasmic Vipp1 is rendered unresponsive to nearby damage on a time scale three 

orders of magnitude faster than the aggregation process itself. Recruitment is initiated by 

physical damage to the thylakoid membrane rather than disruption of photosynthetic electron 

transport. Vipp1 aggregation requires the existence of a proton gradient across the thylakoid 

membrane, favorable osmotic pressure for proton release, and adequate mechanical stress on the 

thylakoids to force protons out through sites of damage. Vipp1 aggregates acting near the 

thylakoid organizing center may act on the cell membrane rather than the thylakoids. We posit 

that scale of Vipp1 aggregation to a particular site on the thylakoid membrane is directly 

proportional to local availability of protons and that rate of aggregation is diffusion-based. 
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Oral Presentation 2 

 

Thermodynamics plays an important role in enhancing terpene productivity in 

cyanobacteria 

 

Shrameeta Shinde1*, Sonali Singapuri1, Zhenxiong Jiang1, Bin Long2, Danielle Wilcox1, Camille 

Klatt1, Joshua S. Yuan2, and Xin Wang1 

1Department of Microbiology, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.  

Email: shindesr@miamioh.edu 

2Synthetic and Systems Biology Innovation Hub, Department of Plant Pathology and 

Microbiology, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843 

 

 

The terpene family is very diverse with more than 50,000 unique chemical structures. Terpenes 

are condensed from two C5 precursor isomers, isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl 

pyrophosphate (DMAPP). Limonene, a C10 monoterpene, has been tested to use as a drop-in fuel 

additive for combustion engines and as the kerosene substitute for aviation fuels. Photosynthesis-

driven CO2 conversion to terpenes is particularly attractive for biofuel applications due to its low 

carbon footprint but is challenged with far lower productivities compared to heterotrophic hosts. 

We hypothesize that the low terpene yield in phototrophs is due to the low driving force determined 

by thermodynamics as it readily does not favor efficient photosynthetic CO2 conversion. To bypass 

this limitation, we used the sigma factor engineering approach. An essential sigma factor, RpoD, 

encoding was overexpressed in photosynthetic cyanobacteria and showed a 1.7-fold improvement 

in limonene productivity. Further investigations on the engineered strains revealed a higher 

photosynthetic rate stimulating enhanced carbon fixation. Computational modeling and wet lab 

analyses showed an increased flux toward both native carbon sink glycogen synthesis and the non-

native limonene synthesis from photosynthate output. Interestingly, our proteomics result showed 

decreased abundance of terpene biosynthesis enzymes indicating their limited role in determining 

terpene flux. Taken together, increased abundance of RpoD illustrates interesting metabolic 

rewiring that supports robust direct CO2 to limonene conversion. This study reveals 

thermodynamics as the key determinant to boost low flux metabolites like terpene and 

demonstrates the merits of sigma factor engineering for efficient chemical productions.  

 

 

mailto:shindesr@miamioh.edu
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Oral Presentation 3 

 

Multi-layer Regulation of Rubisco in Response to Altered Carbon Status in Synechococcus 

elongatus PCC 7942 

Amit K. Singh1, María Santos-Merino1, Jonathan K. Sakkos1,  

Berkley J. Walker 1,3, Daniel C Ducat1,2 

1MSU-DOE Plant Research Laboratory, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI; 

2Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, Michigan State University,  

East Lansing, MI. 

3Department of Plant Biology, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 

 

Abstract 

Photosynthetic organisms possess various balancing mechanisms between absorbed light (source) 

and the capacity to metabolically utilize or dissipate this energy (sink). Unlike plant, source-sink 

balance is poorly studied in photosynthetic microbes. Herein, we explore systemic changes that 

result from alterations in carbon availability in the model cyanobacterium Synechococcus 

elongatus PCC 7942 by taking advantage of an engineered strain where influx/efflux of a central 

carbon metabolite, sucrose, can be regulated experimentally. We observe that induction of a high-

flux sucrose export pathway leads to depletion of internal carbon storage pools (glycogen), and 

concurrent increases in photosynthetic parameters. Further, a proteome-wide analysis and 

fluorescence reporter-based analysis revealed that upregulated factors following the activation of 

the metabolic sink (sucrose) are strongly concentrated on ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-

oxygenase (Rubisco) and axillary modules involved in Rubisco maturation. Carboxysome number 

and Rubisco activity also increase following engagement of sucrose secretion. Conversely, by 

feeding exogenous sucrose (influx) results in increased glycogen pools, decreased Rubisco 

abundance, decreased photosystem II quantum efficiency, and carboxysome reorganization. By 

analysis of system level proteomic responses and physiological responses, we show that Rubisco 

activity and organization is a key target related to metabolic balancing in cyanobacteria. Our 

findings have implications for microbial source-sink regulatory process and fine tuning of cellular 

metabolism toward improved production of bio-based materials. 
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Oral Presentation 4 

 

 

Engineering natural competence into the fast-growing cyanobacterium 

Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973 

 

Kristen E. Wendt, Patricia Walker, Annesha Sengupta, Justin Ungerera, Himadri B. Pakrasi* 

Department of Biology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO, USA.  

*Corresponding Author; email: Pakrasi@wustl.edu  
a Current address - Bayer Crop Sciences, Chesterfield, MO, USA 

 

 

Cyanobacteria are photosynthetic prokaryotes that are widely studied as model systems for 

understanding photosynthesis, circadian oscillation, and carbon neutral product synthesis. One of 

the important characteristics of an efficient model bacterial system is its amenability to genetic 

manipulation and natural transformability makes the system more appealing. Natural 

transformation is the process by which a bacterial system actively takes up extracellular DNA and 

integrates it. Though a few cyanobacterial species are known to be naturally competent, natural 

transformation in cyanobacteria has not been characterized to the extent that it has been in other 

gram-negative bacteria. Synechococcus elongatus UTEX 2973 is the fastest growing 

cyanobacterium known, with an optimal doubling time of 1.5 hours, and is a strong candidate for 

serving as a model organism. Although the genes involved in natural transformation are present in 

Synechococcus 2973, the strain lacks natural transformability. Genetic analysis has shown that 

Synechococcus 2973 is 99.8% genetically identical to a relatively slower growing, naturally 

competent, model strain Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942. The comparison of these two strains 

provides a unique opportunity to better understand the nuances of natural transformation in 

cyanobacteria. By substituting polymorphic alleles from Synechococcus 7942 for native 

Synechococcus 2973 alleles, two loci were identified as the key players for natural competency, 

transformation pilus component pilN and circadian transcriptional master regulator rpaA. Further 

through targeted genome editing and enrichment outgrowth, a strain was generated that exhibited 

both natural transformability and fast-growth. This new Synechococcus 2973-T strain will serve 

as a valuable resource to the cyanobacterial research community. 

[Funding for this study was from National Science Foundation MCB-2037887 to HBP] 

 

 

 

mailto:Pakrasi@wustl.edu
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Oral Presentation 5 

 

High-resolution cryo-EM structure of photosystem II from the mesophilic cyanobacterium, 

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 

 

Christopher J. Gisriel1, Jimin Wang2, Jinchan Liu2, David A. Flesher2, Krystle M. Reiss1, Hao-Li 

Huang1, Ke R. Yang1, William H. Armstrong3, M. R. Gunner4, Victor S. Batista1, Richard J. 

Debus5, and Gary W. Brudvig1,2 

 

1Department of Chemistry, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520, USA. christopher.gisriel@yale.edu 
2Department of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520, USA. 

3Department of Chemistry, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467, USA. 
4Department of Physics, City College of New York, New York, NY 100031, USA. 

5Department of Biochemistry, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521, USA. 

 

Photosystem II (PSII) enables global-scale light-driven water oxidation. Genetic manipulation of 

PSII from the mesophilic cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 has provided insights into 

the mechanism of water oxidation; however, the lack of a high-resolution structure of oxygen-

evolving PSII from this organism has limited the interpretation of biophysical data to models based 

on structures of thermophilic cyanobacterial PSII. Here, we report the cryo-EM structure of PSII 

from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 at 1.93-Å resolution (Fig. 1). A number of differences are 

observed relative to thermophilic PSII structures, including: the extrinsic subunit CyanoQ is 

maintained, the C-terminus of the D1 subunit is flexible, some waters near the active site are 

partially occupied, and differences in the PsbV subunit block the Large water channel. These 

features strongly influence the structural picture of PSII, especially as it pertains to the mechanism 

of water oxidation. 

 
Fig. 1. Cryo-EM structure of PSII from Synechocystis 6803 at 1.93-Å resolution. a The unsharpened map (4σ) 

where ESP map regions assigned to subunits are colored individually. Top shows a lumenal view where the lumenal 

domains of CP47 and CP43, and the extrinsic subunits of one monomer are labeled. The bottom shows a membrane 

plane view. b The structural model derived from the cryo-EM map in the same views as A. In the membrane plane 

view, three regions are boxed which correspond to panels C-E from top to bottom. c Map and model of QA and the 

non-heme Fe coordinated by D2-His214 and bicarbonate (13σ). d Map and model of the OEC and nearby D1-Asp170 

and D1-His332 residues (12σ). e Map and model of the axial ligation of PB in P680 by D2-His197 and the nearby D2-

Trp191 (13σ). In C-E, the sharpened map is shown. 
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Oral Presentation 6 

 

Functional role of D1-E189 ligand during the light driven assembly of nature’s water 

oxidizing complex 

 

Anton Avramov1, Minquan Zhang, Rob Burnap 
Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 

antony.avramov@okstate.edu 
*Current affiliation University of Colorado, Boulder 

 
The assembly of the Mn4O5Ca cluster of the photosystem II (PSII) starts from the initial binding and 

photooxidation of the first Mn2+ at a high affinity site (HAS). Recent cryo-EM apo-PSII structures reveal 

an altered geometry of amino ligands in this region and suggest the involvement of D1-Glu189 ligand in 

the formation of the HAS (1). We now find that Gln and Lys substitution mutants photoactivate with 

reduced quantum efficiency compared to the wild-type. However, the affinity of Mn2+ at the HAS in D1-

E189K was indistinguishable from the wild-type (~1 μM), whereas the previously examine D1-D170A 

mutant showed the predicted lower affinity (~30 μM) in the same fluorescence assays. Thus, we conclude 

that D1-E189 does not form the HAS and that the reduced quantum efficiency of photoactivation in D1-

E189K cannot be ascribed to the initial photooxidation of Mn2+ at the HAS.  Besides reduced quantum 

efficiency, the D1-E189K mutant exhibits a large fraction of centers that fail to recover activity during 

photoactivation starting early in the assembly phase, becoming recalcitrant to further assembly. 

Fluorescence relaxation kinetics indicate on the presence of an alternative route for the charge 

recombination in Mn-depleted samples in all studied mutants and exclude damage to the photochemical 

reaction center as the cause for the recalcitrant centers failing to assemble and show that dark incubation of 

cells reverses some of the inactivation. This reversibility would explain the ability of these mutants to 

accumulate a significant fraction of active PSII during extended periods of cell growth. The failed recovery 

in the fraction of inactive centers appears to a reversible mis-assembly involving the accumulation of 

photooxidized, but non-catalytic high valence Mn at the donor side of photosystem II, and that a reductive 

mechanism exists for restoration of assembly capacity at sites incurring mis-assembly. Given the 

established role of Ca2+ in preventing misassembled Mn, we conclude that D1-E189K mutant fails to ligate 

Ca2+ at the correct binding site in all PSII centers that consequently leads to the mis-assembly resulting in 

accumulation of non-catalytic Mn at the donor side of PSII. Our data indicate that D1-E189 is not 

functionally involved in Mn2+ oxidation\binding at the HAS but rather involved in steps following the initial 

Mn2+ photooxidation e.g. dark rearrangement or/and Ca2+ binding.  

1. C. J. Gisriel et al., Cryo-EM structure of monomeric photosystem II from Synechocystis sp PCC 6803 lacking 

the water-oxidation complex. Joule 4, 2131-2148 (2020). 

mailto:antony.avramov@okstate.edu
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Frequency Shifts in Water-Soluble Chlorophyll Proteins 

 

Amit Srivastava, Safa Ahad, Jacob H. Wat and Mike Reppert 

Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, USA  

email: srivas85@purdue.edu 

 

 

Photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes (PPCs) are an essential component of the light-

harvesting machinery of photosynthetic organisms, enabling the transduction of absorbed light 

energy into chemical energy. The local chlorophyll (Chl) transition frequencies in these PPCs are 

controlled by a variety of electrostatic and steric factors. To reveal the important details about 

native photosynthetic activity and thus to rationally design Chl proteins with tailored optical 

properties, site-directed mutagenesis is an efficient approach. Unfortunately, no reliable methods 

exist at this time that can quantitatively predict the mutation-induced frequency shifts in advance, 

limiting the applicability of this approach. We tackle this problem by creating a series of point 

mutants (glutamine at position 57) in water-soluble chlorophyll protein (WSCP) of Lepidium 

virginicum and using them to test a simple computational procedure for estimating mutation-

induced site energy changes. To create mutant protein structures, the method employs molecular 

dynamics (MD) and a Charge Density Coupling (CDC) model for site energy prediction. The 

procedure is implemented in PigmentHunter, an automated, online graphical interface hosted at 

nanoHUB.org. We find that the estimated frequency shifts match the experiment rather well, with 

an average error of 1.6 nm throughout a 9 nm wavelength range, with the exception of a single 

outlier owing to unanticipated structural changes. This work is a significant step toward the 

quantitative prediction of mutation-induced frequency shifts in Chl proteins and the rational 

customization of PPC optical characteristics. With more refined sampling of mutant protein 

structures, we believe the accuracy of the method can be enhanced in the future. 
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Interplay between LHCSR proteins and state transitions govern the NPQ response in intact 

cells of Chlamydomonas during light fluctuations. 

Collin J. Steen *,1,2,3, Adrien Burlacot *,4,5,6, Audrey H. Short 2,3,7, Krishna K. Niyogi 2,4,5, 

Graham R. Fleming 1,2,3,7 

1 Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, CA  

2 Molecular Biophysics and Integrated Bioimaging Division Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory, Berkeley, CA  

3 Kavli Energy Nanoscience Institute, Berkeley, CA 

4 Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of California, Berkeley, CA 

5 Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of California, Berkeley, CA   

6 Department of Plant Biology, Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA  

7 Graduate Group in Biophysics University of California, Berkeley, CA 

 

Photosynthetic organisms use light energy as the primary energy source to fix CO2. However, in 

the environment, light energy fluctuates rapidly and often exceeds saturating levels for periods 
ranging from seconds to hours, which can lead to detrimental effects for cells. Safe dissipation of 

excess light energy occurs primarily by non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) processes. In 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, photoprotective NPQ is mostly mediated by pH-sensing light-

harvesting complex stress related (LHCSR) proteins and redistribution of light-harvesting 

complexes between the photosystems (state transitions). Although each mechanism underlying 

NPQ has been documented, their relative contribution to the dynamic functioning of NPQ under 

fluctuating light remains unknown. Here, by monitoring NPQ throughout multiple high light-dark 

cycles with fluctuation periods ranging from 1 to 10 minutes, we show that the dynamics of NPQ 

depend on the frequency of light fluctuations. Mutants impaired in the accumulation of LHCSRs 

(npq4, lhcsr1, and npq4 lhcsr1) showed significantly less quenching during light phases, 

demonstrating that LHCSR proteins are responsible for the majority of the NPQ during light 

fluctuations. Surprisingly, activation of NPQ was also observed in the darkness and this was 

exacerbated in mutants lacking LHCSRs. By analyzing 77K chlorophyll fluorescence spectra and 

chlorophyll fluorescence lifetimes and yields in a mutant impaired in state transitions, we show 

that this phenomenon arises from state transitions. Finally, we quantified the contributions of 

LHCSRs and state transitions to the overall NPQ compared those with cell growth under various 

frequencies of fluctuating light. These results highlight the dynamic functioning of photoprotection 

under fluctuating light and open a new way to systematically characterize the photosynthetic 

response to an ever-changing light environment. 
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Pigment Hunter: An Online Graphical Computational Tool for Excitonic Calculations on 

Chlorophyll Proteins 

 

Safa Ahad, Chientzu Lin and Mike Reppert 
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We report the development of an online application called PigmentHunter that enables “point-and-

click” simulation of excitonic spectra of chlorophyll proteins based on PDB structures. 

PigmentHunter uses the nanoHUB.org science gateway to link a graphical user interface to a high-

performance computing backend. The application automates the process of: 

• Importing structural data from PDB files and classifying recognized photosynthetic 

pigments (chlorophylls, bacteriochlorophylls, and pheophytins) 

• Calculating inter-pigment coupling values using the Transition Electrostatic Potential 

method [J. Phys. Chem. B 2006, 110, 17268]  

• Introducing point mutations into the protein sequence 

• Preparing and running molecular dynamics (MD) simulations  

• Predicting pigment site energies using the charge density coupling (CDC) method  

[Photosythesis Research. 2008, 95, 197]  

• Simulating absorption and circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the protein complex.  

The application was tested against an experimental series of point mutations at the glutamine 57 

site in water-soluble chlorophyll protein from Lepidium virginicum. PigmentHunter's calculated 

frequency shifts were shown to match the experimental shifts with an average error of 1.6 nm over 

a 9 nm spread in wavelengths. 
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The implementation of daily rhythms by a circadian clock is an essential component of 

cyanobacterial metabolism that impacts fundamental physiological processes.  Cyanobacteria are 

the only prokaryotes known to have a circadian clock defined by the kaiABC genes.  The clock 

function is hypothesized to be critical in unicellular diazotrophic cyanobacteria, where circadian 

segregation of incompatible processes like photosynthesis and nitrogen fixation is imperative for 

cell survival under nitrogen-fixing condition. However, the role of the circadian clock in this 

ubiquitous and widely recognized group of cyanobacteria remains largely unexplored. Cyanothece 

51142 is a well-studied model unicellular diazotrophic cyanobacterium that provides a platform to 

explore the function of the clock in orchestrating various cellular processes. There are two kai gene 

clusters in Cyanothece 51142 – one comprised of kaiA, B1 and C1 and the other comprised of 

KaiB2 and C2 genes. In addition, there are two more kaiB genes – kaiB3 and B4. We are exploring 

the function of the clock at the molecular level by applying mutagenesis studies in Cyanothece 

51142. We have deleted multiple clock genes in this strain by using the CRISPR/Cpf1 technology, 

creating markerless gene mutations and generating strains with deletions in multiple genes. These 

mutants are being characterized under different growth regimes and various physiological 

parameters are being analyzed to dissect the function of the different groups of kai genes in this 

strain. Analysis of the two main kai gene clusters suggests a distinct regulatory role for each. 

Characterization of these mutants will be presented. 

 

Acknowledgements:  This work is supported by funding from the National Science Foundation 

through Grant (MCB 1933660) to HBP. 
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The vulnerability of photosystem (PS) II to light and reactive oxygen species is well documented and 

studied. The oxygenic photoautotrophs have developed processes like PSII repair and non-photochemical 

quenching to prevent and protect PSII from damage. In cyanobacteria, the CP43 protein homolog IsiA 

(CP43’) is a specialized protein that dissipates excess light energy under oxidative stress conditions. We 

recently identified the role of conserved cysteine (C) 260 residue of IsiA from Synechocystis sp. PCC 

6803 in light-energy dissipation. The CP43 and CP43’ show similar structure, cofactor and pigment 

arrangement. Structural alignment of the two proteins aligns the C260 of CP43’ with valine (V) 277 of 

CP43. We hypothesized that introducing C at the 277th position in CP43 would reduce light assimilation 

and thus be photoprotective under high light conditions. Physiological assessment of the mutant cell line 

showed slightly better growth under high light. Spectroscopic observations made with the isolated PSII 

suggested delayed excitation energy transfer to the reaction center. The mutant was also tolerant to 

photodamaging conditions compared to control. In addition, the mutation does not change the 

photosynthetic electron transport. Our results suggest that modifying the light-harvesting properties of 

PSII core antenna can be used as a successful strategy towards developing high light tolerance. 

This study was supported by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Basic Energy Sciences, grant 

DE-FG02-99ER20350 to H.B.P. 

 

(A) Doubling time under different light intensities. Control (blue), Mutant (orange). (B) Kinetic 

model depicting target analysis of transient absorption datasets of Control-and Mutant-PSII, excited 

at 665 nm and recorded at 77 K. Time constants in parentheses are distinct for the PSII mutant. RC-

reaction center; GS-ground state; HE-high energy; LE-low energy. 
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The mechanism of spectral tuning that photosynthetic pigment-protein systems utilize to increase 

light absorption remains unclear. Water soluble chlorophyll binding proteins (WSCPs) stand out 

as a model system for pigment-protein studies due to their relative simplicity. Hydrogen bonds 

involving the chlorophyll keto group and nearby charges are known to influence the absorption 

spectrum of Chlorophyll a (Chl-a). We introduced a set of point mutations into the Q57 site of the 

Lepidium virginicum (Lv) WSCP to investigate the role of charges and electrostatic interactions. 

Temperature-dependent photoluminescence spectroscopy was employed to investigate electron-

phonon coupling strength within the pigment – protein complexes. A clear trend between the Qy 

peak shift and vibronic coupling and charge of the aminoacid residue was observed. Introduction 

of a negative sidechain in the Q57 site of the Lv WSCP resulted in higher relative intensity and a 

blue shift of the Qy peak while for the positive sidechain the trend was reversed. Observed pattern 

indicates that mutations in the Q57 site of Lv WCSP change vibrational coupling strength of Chl-

a. 
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Cyanobacteria are notable for both their invention of oxygenic photosynthesis and their capability 

to fix carbon dioxide (CO2) at high efficiency compared to other photosynthetic organisms. Their 

CO2-concentrating mechanism features bicarbonate (HCO3
-) transporters and a protein-

encapsulated, selectively permeable bacterial microcompartment called a carboxysome. The 

carboxysome houses the carbon- and oxygen-fixing enzyme Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate 

carboxylase-oxygenase (RuBisCO) and the CO2/HCO3
- equibulator, carbonic anhydrase (CA). 

Recent work by Hill et al. 2020 tracking single carboxysome activity over several generations 

revealed position-based activity levels during the carboxysome lifecycle. The life cycle can be 

broken down into three stages: the liquid-phase aggregate of RuBisCO and CA pro-carboxysome 

at the cell pole, the fully shelled active carboxysome in the cell center, and the broken open and 

degrading carboxysome back at the cell pole. These stages correspond to the theory of three pools 

of RuBisCO: a pre-carbamylated inactive form in the pro-carboxysome, carboxylase in the active 

carboxysome, and an oxygenase in the degrading carboxysome.  In this poster we are proposing 

ways to probe RuBisCO activity in relation to the carboxysome life cycle stage. This work will 

provide foundational insight into carboxysome capabilities and RuBisCO function in the cell. 
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) uptake and fixation by cyanobacteria, algae and plants is one of the unique 

and distinctive features of photosynthetic organisms. The CO2 fixation allows these organisms to 

create sugars, create biomass and effectively store nutrition and energy in the form of complex 

organic molecules. Unlike plants and algae, cyanobacteria evolved a unique way of concentrating 

inorganic carbon (Ci) from the atmosphere for efficient fixation via the Calvin-Benson (CB) cycle. 

Facilitated by various transporters and anhydrases in the plasma/thylakoid membrane, 

cyanobacteria are able to concentrate high levels of bicarbonate (HCO3
-) within the cytoplasm. 

Once in the cytoplasm, HCO3
- can diffuse into the carboxysome, which contains Rubisco and 

carbonic anhydrase, with the latter converting it into CO2 and producing a high local concentration 

around Rubisco. This allows Rubisco to overcome its notoriously poor affinity for CO2 and 

competitive inhibition with molecular oxygen. This mechanism referred to as the CO2 

concentrating mechanism (CCM) also depends upon poorly understood CO2 uptake enzymes 

which function as powered carbonic anhydrases.  The CO2 uptake activity uses specialized forms 

of the NDH-1 dehydrogenase complex, which convert CO2 to HCO3
- using the redox energy. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the NdhD4 protein, which is part of the NDH-14 

complex, and is positioned in the thylakoid membrane. Upon the hydration of CO2 into HCO3
- via 

CupB, a proton is released on the cytosol side of the thylakoid membrane. It is hypothesized that 

the NdhD4 protein functions to remove these protons by pumping them across to the luminal side 

of the membrane away from the anhydrase active site and avoiding the back reaction. This 

hypothesized ‘product removal mechanism’ allows the reaction in CupB to maintain energetic 

favorability in the direction of HCO3
- production. Provided the Ndhd4 protein is unable to function 

properly, it is also hypothesized that the accumulation of protons in the cytosol will hinder the 

ability of the CO2 hydration reaction to occur as the reversible reaction proceeds towards 

equilibrium.  

 

 

 
Figure 1: Hypothesized structure of Ndh-14 dehydrogenase complex. Featured in Blue is CupB and in Green is 

NdhD4. The cartoon shows an energized CO2 hydration reaction with hypnotized proton pumping through 

NdhD4 across the thylakoid membrane.  
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Cyanobacteria are key players in ecosystems and nutrient cycles worldwide. In order to 

communicate this importance to a wider audience, a feature-length art film is in production as well 

as a shorter version for an exhibit at the Denver Museum of Nature and Science. A custom Nikon 

TiE microscope was used to capture time-lapse images of growth and motility of various 

cyanobacteria. These images allow laypeople to directly see the effects that cyanobacteria have on 

the elements around them. Nitrogen fixation can be visualized as heterocysts forming along 

diazotrophic filaments. Oxygen evolution can be seen as bubbles overtaking the field of view. 

Phosphorous is visible as phosphate bodies within cells, and calcium is visualized as biogenic 

calcite crystals growing alongside their parent cells. The audience will gain a new understanding 

of carbon fixation as they watch GFP-tagged carboxysomes support exponential growth. 

Connecting with scientific concepts through art brings new relevance to environmental issues.  
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Psb27, a Photosystem II assembly protein, enables quenching of excess light energy during its 

participation in the PSII lifecycle 

 

Virginia M. Johnson1, Sandeep Biswas1, Johnna L. Roose2, Himadri B. Pakrasi1,*, Haijun Liu1 

1Department of Biology, Washington University in St. Louis 

2 Division of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Department of Biological Sciences, Louisiana State 

University, Baton Rouge, LA 

Photosystem II (PSII) is a multi-subunit chlorophyll-protein complex. It undergoes a complex lifecycle 

involving numerous protein chaperones. One such protein, Psb27, associates with the CP43 chlorophyll-

binding subunit of PSII to form a Psb27-PSII sub-complex but dissociates prior to the formation of fully 

functional PSII. In this study, we analyzed a series of Psb27 mutant strains in the cyanobacterium 

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Wild type (WT); psb27 genetic deletion (Del27), genetically complemented 

psb27 (Com27); and over-expressed Psb27 (OE27) were assayed for non-photochemical quenching and 

other photosynthetic parameters. The 

Del27 strain demonstrated decreased 

non-photochemical fluorescence 

quenching, while the OE27 strain had 

both increased non-photochemical 

quenching and increased tolerance to 

fluctuating light conditions. 

Fluorescence decay analysis showed 

that OE27 is the most resistant to 

change over multiple flashes. It had 

the least affected maximum PSII 

quantum yield of the strains, and least 

affected charge-transfer kinetics. We 

propose that the close association 

between Psb27 and CP43 and the 

absence of a fully functional 

manganese cluster allow for 

excitation energy dissipation in 

Psb27-PSII. Efficient energy 

dissipation prevents damage to this 

pre-PSII pool and allows for efficient PSII repair and maturation. Participation of Psb27 in the PSII life 

cycle ensures high PSII function and enhances environmental adaptability. 

This study was supported by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Basic Energy Sciences, grant 

DE-FG02-99ER20350 to H.B.P.  H.L. was partially supported by DOE grant (DE-FG02-07ER15902). 
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via two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy 
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1Deparment of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania. 2Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, The Pennsylvania 

State University. 3Department of Chemistry, The Pennsylvania State University. 

 

Naturally occurring and engineered photosystem I (PSI) complexes containing chlorophyll f (Chl f) 

molecules have an extended absorption spectrum with transitions in the 700-800 nm spectral region 

associated with the Chl f molecules. The Chl f molecules enable the PSI complexes to harvest more red-

shifted photons. In this work we applied two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) to engineered 

PSI complexes containing Chl f molecules (Chlf-PSI) and the corresponding wild-type (WT) PSI complexes 

isolated from Synechococcus 7002. The engineered Chlf-PSI contains 3.8 Chl f molecules per PSI monomer 

and shows an expanded absorption spectrum up to 740 nm. The 2DES spectra show evidence of downhill 

energy transfer to the red shifted Chls as a growth in the crosspeak region. Additional insight is gained by 

applying a global analysis to the 2DES spectra of Chlf-PSI and WT-PSI where we extract the two-

dimensional decay-associated spectrum (2D-DAS). We compare the 2DES and resulting 2D-DAS for the 

two different PSI complexes to gain further insight into how Chl f molecules impact energy transfer in the 

engineered Chlf-PSI. 
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Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 
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The Ferric Uptake Regulator FurA from the cyanobacterium Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 was initially 

described as a transcriptional regulator responsible for the control of iron homeostasis. However, 

further studies revealed that it was involved in the regulation of genes belonging to many other 

processes such as nitrogen metabolism or photosynthesis. Besides, comparative transcriptomics 

studies of a misregulation strain of furA unveiled significant alterations in the transcription of around 

40 transcriptional regulators. This suggests that FurA could also modulate a large number of regulators 

not yet characterized that will enlarge its regulon. Consequently, a deeper study of the function of these 

regulators would cast new light on the role of FurA in the physiology of this cyanobacterium.  

Moving on to molecular aspects, FurA contains five cysteines, four of them arranged into two CXXC 

motifs. In vivo, FurA displays several redox isoforms, and the oxidation state of its cysteines 

determines its activity as a regulator and its ability to bind to metabolites such as heme. However, the 

precise mechanism underlying the reduction of FurA, as well as its functional electron donor, remains 

still unknown. Since thioredoxins are essential players in thiol-based redox regulation and are involved, 

among many other processes, in the regulation of the activity of many transcription factors, we sought 

to investigate the potential role of type-m thioredoxin A (TrxA) in the redox modulation of FurA. 

Additionally, as the photosynthetic electron transporters flavodoxin (Fld) and ferredoxin (Fdx) are able 

to transfer electrons to hemoproteins and previous studies showed that FurA binds to heme, we also 

analyzed the interaction of these proteins with FurA. 

In this work, we have identified several genes with regulatory functions that are direct targets of FurA. 

Besides, as the role of the vast majority of these genes is unknown, CRISPR-Cpf1 based genome 

editing strategy is being used to create markerless deletion mutants of these regulators. On the other 

hand, both in vitro cross-linking assays and in vivo two-hybrid studies confirmed that FurA was able 

to interact with TrxA, Fld and Fdx. Reconstitution of an in vitro electron transport chain evidenced the 

ability of TrxA to reduce FurA and light to dark transitions resulted in reversible changes in the redox 

states of the regulator. On the contrary, in the case of Fld and Fdx, the interaction does not appear to 

have a redox implication, but seems to modulate the transport of electrons from FNR to Fld and Fdx. 

Taken together, these results show that FurA functions go beyond the control of iron homeostasis. On 

the one hand, it has been found that FurA is connected to photosynthesis by modulating photosynthetic 

electron transport and by having photosynthetically reduced TrxA as one of its main redox partners. 

On the other hand, FurA presents itself as a cornerstone in transcriptional networks of Anabaena. 
This work is supported by funding from the National Science Foundation through grant MCB-1933660 to HBP and 

from ‘Ministerio de Ciencia, Innovación y Universidades’ through grant PID2019-104889GB-I00 to MFF and grant 

FPU2018/03619 to JG 
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Adaptation and stress acclimation in Antarctic alga, Chlamydomonas priscuii alters short-

term light stress response 

 

Devon Popson and Rachael Morgan-Kiss 

 

Department of Microbiology, Miami University, Oxford, OH 

 

Permanently ice-covered lakes located in the McMurdo Dry Valleys (Antarctica) represent 

harsh yet stable aquatic habitats for diverse phytoplankton adapted to permanent stress conditions. 

One such organism is Chlamydomonas priscuii (formerly, C. sp UWO 241) which has evolved 

under the extreme conditions of Lake Bonney, including permanent low temperatures and 

hypersalinity. Recent publications have reported on major mechanisms associated with long-term 

adaptation to high salt and low temperatures, including i) assembly of a PSI supercomplex, ii) 

constitutively high rates of cyclic electron flow, and iii) rewired downstream carbon metabolism 

(Kalra et al. 2020). Notably, the native light environment of C. priscuii is extreme shade and blue-

green wavelengths. Climate-related change in Antarctica is causing thinning ice covers and lake 

level rise, which may alter the light environment of C. priscuii. Previous studies in other, 

nonextremophilic photosynthetic organisms have shown that acclimation to other stresses, 

including low temperature, can confer higher resistance to photoinhibition. Recently, our lab 

reported that C. priscuii can acclimate to long-term high light stress (Stahl-Rommel et al. 2021); 

however, relatively little is known about its ability to tolerate short-term high light stress. To better 

understand how C. priscuii might respond to perturbations in light intensity, we asked two 

questions: i) What is the susceptibility of C. priscuii to short-term high light stress, and ii) Does 

acclimation to long-term stress (low temperature, high light, or high salt) confer increase resistance 

to photoinhibition? Surprisingly, despite adaptation to extreme shade and loss of some short-term 

mechanisms (for e.g. state transitions), C. priscuii exhibited resistance to photoinhibition that was 

comparable with the model strain C. reinhardtii. Furthermore, pre-acclimation to long-term stress 

resulted in a further decline in susceptibility to photoinhibition in low temperature- and high light-

acclimated cultures. On the other hand, high salt-acclimation exacerbated sensitivity to 

photoinhibition. Our results suggest that C. priscuii mediates short-term light stress through 

alternative mechanisms compared to traditional algal models. 

 

References: 
Kalra, I., Wang, X., Cvetkovska, M., Jeong, J., McHargue, W., Zhang, R., Hüner, N., Yuan, J.S. and Morgan-Kiss, 

R., 2020. Chlamydomonas sp. UWO 241 exhibits high cyclic electron flow and rewired metabolism under high 

salinity. Plant physiology, 183(2), pp.588-601. 

 

Stahl-Rommel, S., Kalra, I., D’Silva, S., Hahn, M.M., Popson, D., Cvetkovska, M. and Morgan-Kiss, R.M., 2021. 

Cyclic electron flow (CEF) and ascorbate pathway activity provide constitutive photoprotection for the 

photopsychrophile, Chlamydomonas sp. UWO 241 (renamed Chlamydomonas priscuii). Photosynthesis Research, 

pp.1-16. 
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The electron acceptor QA operates as the neutral and one-electron reduced quinone (semiquinone) 

in purple bacterial reaction centers (PBRCs). FTIR difference spectra obtained for the QA in 

PBRCs reconstituted with a series of non-native, unlabeled/isotope edited quinones are available; 

the experimental data for the substituted quinones reveal the binding interactions in the protein 

environment in terms of the change in vibrational bands. 

We investigated vibrational frequencies of one-electron reduced phylloquinone (semi-

phylloquinone, PhQ− ) in the QA binding site in PBRCs from Rhodobacter sphaeroides. Calculated 

frequencies for PhQ−, 18O-, and 13C-PhQ− in the protein, using the hybrid QM/MM computational 

technique were undertaken. At the next step, calculated spectra for unlabeled and isotope edited 

PhQ− in a relatively polar and aprotic solvent were also performed. 

Our results indicate that both sets of calculated spectra, in the protein binding site and the solution, 

agree with the available FTIR spectra for the QA binding site. The similarity could suggest that the 

overall binding interactions between PhQ− and protein in the QA binding site are similar to the 

interaction with the solution.  Moreover, vibrational frequencies of substituted PhQ in the QA 

binding site were compared to the A1 binding site of photosystem I (PSI), where PhQ is the native 

electron acceptor. In contrast to the QA site, the vibrational bands of PhQ− in the A1 binding site 

are not comparable to the solution spectra. The noticeable interactions with the surrounding 

environment were discussed to address the origin of vibrational frequencies of PhQ− in two 

surrounding protein environments. 
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Cyanobacteria are oxygenic photosynthetic prokaryotes that have gained significant recognition as 

sustainable carbon-neutral bio-producers. Recently, a high-light tolerant cyanobacterium Synechococcus 

elongatus UTEX 2973 was isolated which exhibits photoautotrophic growth rates comparable to yeast. 

Unlike heterotrophic producers, cyanobacteria-mediated production is not economically viable even with 

the fast-growing strain and this is being largely attributed to the genetic complexities of these organisms. 

Genome streamlining in heterotrophs have shown to confer unique benefits. Similar benefits can be 

expected in cyanobacteria where the genome harbors more complex regulatory networks required for 

adaptation to adverse conditions. Eliminating such regulation could improve the performance of 

cyanobacteria as a cell-factory and yield a more readily understood and modeled genome. To that end, we 

are aiming to reduce the genome of Synechococcus 2973 iteratively by using state-of-the-art genome-

editing technology, guided by experimental analysis and computational tools . To identify the gene set 

essential for rapid growth and high CO2 fixation, a high-throughput Tn-Seq analysis was performed. High 

transposition efficiency was achieved and sequencing of 10 individual colonies showed unbiased, single 

transposition event. Dispensable regions identified using MinGenome algorithm are being targeted for 

deletion exploring both CRISPR/Cas3 and CRISPR/Cas12a methods. Both tools have been successfully 

used to delete a 30kb region and further attempts of tiered deletions are in progress.  

 

[Funding for this study is from National Science Foundation (NSF) MCB-2037887 to HBP, NSF MCB-

2037995 to GMC and NSF MCB-2037829 to CDM]  
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MECHANISM OF PROTON-POWERED CARBONIC ANHYDRASE ACTIVITY IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

 
Ross Walker, Neil Miller, Juliana Artier, Robert L Burnap 

 
Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Oklahoma State University. 

The NADPH Dehydrogenase Type 1 (NDH-1) complexes in cyanobacteria are involved in the CO2 
concentrating mechanism (CCM), a process which allows cells to provide sufficient 
concentrations of inorganic carbon (Ci) in the form of CO2 to Rubisco in low Ci conditions. These 
complexes possess subunits specially designed for high or low affinity CO2 uptake: CupA and 
CupB. Deletion of either gene impairs cell growth and CO2 uptake with respect to Ci. While a 
structure for CupA and the associated NDH-1 complex has recently been resolved, the 
mechanism by which this protein functions remains unknown. To elucidate this mechanism, an 
expression system in Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942 has been developed. Conserved 
histidine, arginine, and glutamate residues in CupB have been hypothesized to participate in a 
unidirectional, powered CO2 hydration reaction taking place near the interface between CupB 
and the proton-pumping subunits of the NDH-1 complex. In a constructed homology model, the 
residues are in relative proximity to a Zn ion modeled to form the catalytic site of CO2 
hydration. Physiological assays show mutation of these conserved residues results in severe 
defects in Ci fixation activity. Proteomic analysis showed that some site-directed mutations in 
CupB caused the upregulation of bicarbonate uptake proteins to a greater extent than 
complete deletion of CupB. These results lead us to hypothesize that the mutations at these 
residues disrupt the energy coupling activity of the NDH-1 complex which normally drives CO2 
hydration forward, thereby introducing a fully reversible carbonic anhydrase into the cytoplasm 
and eliminating the HCO3

- gradient. 

 
NDH-1 is an energy conversion complex the subunits of which can be classified in one of three ways. Electron 
transfer associated proteins, proton pumping associated proteins, and CO2 uptake associated proteins. Using these 
classifications, we can see that NDH-1 is primarily an energy conversion complex that uses energy from redox 
reactions to pump protons across the thylakoid membrane. In addition, cyanobacteria have evolved a version of 
this complex which may utilize the power of NDH-1 to concentration HCO3

- within the cytoplasm. 
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As photosynthetic microbes, cyanobacteria harvest energy from light, using it to convert carbon dioxide 

and water into biomass. However, these reactions are strongly energetic, resulting in damage to 

photosystem II (PSII), which is a reaction complex responsible for harvesting light energy to drive the 

photosynthetic reactions. Consequently, PSII undergoes continuous repair and turnover to ensure a 

functional population. The rate of photodamage is proportional to the incident light intensity; When a cell 

is exposed to intense light such that the rate of damage exceeds the cell’s ability to repair, that cell is no 

longer able to grow. Thus, understanding the repair pathway is important in understanding how cells 

maintain optimal growth under changing environmental conditions. Here, we report on a method which 

uses a microscope platform to induce photodamage using UV-A light, then films the subsequent recovery 

of cells. This platform allows varying intensities and durations of UV-A radiation to be applied. In addition 

to imaging, we also report on the development of computational image analysis software to analyze the 

resulting image datasets. We show that this platform allows multiple strains to be grown simultaneously 

during the same imaging experiment, then identified computationally in subsequent analysis, allowing 

direct comparison between control and experimental strains. Our analysis reveals an asymmetric cellular 

response to photodamage in cyanobacteria colonies, where one daughter cell survives but its siblings do 

not. This work has implications for understanding how cells achieve maximum growth under varying light 

conditions, as well as the evolution of the photosynthetic apparatus in phototrophic microbes. This study 

was financially supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) DE-SC0019306 (to J.C.C.). 
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The Mn4Ca oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) in Photosystem II (PSII) is assembled in situ from 

free Mn2+, Ca2+, and water. In an early light-driven step, Mn2+ in a protein high-affinity site is 

oxidized to Mn3+. Using dual-mode electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy, we observed 

that Mn3+ accumulation increases as chloride concentration increases in spinach PSII membranes 

depleted of all extrinsic subunits at physiologically relevant pH values. This effect requires the 

presence of calcium. When combined with pH studies, we conclude that the first Mn2+ oxidation 

event in OEC assembly requires a deprotonation that is facilitated by chloride. 

 

More Mn3+

accumulates at pH 
6.0 as [Cl-] 
increases.

At pH 6.0, Mn3+

formation requires
the presence of Ca2+.
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Cytochrome b6f Complex  
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Ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase (FNR) was previously inferred to bind to the cytochrome 
b6f complex. In the present study, this inference has been examined through analysis of the 
interaction thermodynamics between FNR and the b6f complex. Isothermal titration calorimetry 
(ITC) was used to characterize the physical interaction of FNR with b6f complex derived from two 
plant sources (spinach, Zea maize). ITC did not detect significant interaction of FNR with b6f 
complex in detergent solution nor with the complex reconstituted in liposomes. A previous report 
on a weak but defined FNR-b6f interaction is explained by FNR interaction with micelles of the 
UDM detergent used to purify b6f. Circular dichroism (CD) analysis, employed to analyze the 
effect of detergent and pH on the FNR structure, did not reveal significant changes in secondary 
and tertiary structures in the presence of UDM detergent, which could be responsible for the small 
free energy changes detected by ITC. Thermal melting analysis implied a structure change 
caused by detergent, attributed to a significant weakening of interaction between the FAD and 
NADP+ binding domains of FNR. In addition to the conclusion regarding the absence of a binding 
interaction of significant amplitude between FNR and the b6f complex, these studies provide a 
precedent for consideration of significant background protein-detergent interactions in ITC studies 
involving an integral membrane protein (Study supported by grants from the DOE to W. A. Cramer 
and S. Savikhin). 
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We have implemented the normal-coordinate structural decomposition (NSD) site-energy 

prediction method [1,2] in the PigmentHunter app and used it to compare chlorophyll site energies 

in various photosystem II crystal structures. The NSD method uses the magnitude of a 

chlorophyll’s distortion with respect to out-of-plane normal deformations to predict site energies. 

The site energies of chlorophyll a from 26 different photosystem II crystal structures from a variety 

of species (Th. elongatus, Th. vulcanas, Pisum sativum, and Ch. Gracili) were calculated and 

compared. Predicted site energies of different crystal structures from the same organism were 

compared to determine the sensitivity of the NSD method to uncertainty in the crystal structure. 

The site energies are also compared between photosystem II’s of different organisms to determine 

statistical differences between organisms. The results clarify the usefulness of the NSD method 

for predicting site energies based on experimental crystal structures. 
 

1. Jentzen, Walter; Song, Xing-Zhi; Shelnutt, John A.; “Structural Characterization of 

Synthetic and Protein-Bound Porphyrins in Terms of the Lowest-Frequency Normal 

Coordinates of the Macrocycle”. J. Phys. Chem. B, 101, 1684-1699 (1997). 

2. Zucchelli, Giuseppe; Brogioli, Doriano; Casazza, Anna Paola; Garlaschi, Flavio M.; 

Jennings, Robert C.; “Chlorophyll Ring Deformation Modulates Qy Electronic Energy in 

Chlorophyll-Protein Complexes and Generates Spectral Forms”. Biophys. J., 93, 2240-

2254 (2007). 
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Designing a CRISPR System for Gene Knockout in Cyanobacteria 
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NdhF4 is a component of the cyanobacterial CO2 concentrating mechanism that may be involved in the 

CO2 hydration mechanism of CO2 uptake proteins. To elucidate the function of NdhF4, site-directed 

mutations need to be made in conserved residues of ndhF4. Mutant ndhF4 will be introduced to a strain 

lacking ndhF4. CRISPR has been used to make mutations in cyanobacteria. A CRISPR system could be 

used to knock out ndhF4 to allow the introduction of mutant ndhF4 into a markerless background. Using 

a CRISPR system developed by the Pakrasi lab [1] and modified by the Zhang lab [2], a markerless 

knockout of ndhF4 in Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942 can be made. Cas12a can bind to and cut a 

DNA sequence that matches both the crRNA and the PAM site. To maximize efficiency, a piece of DNA 

containing a green fluorescent protein (GFP) or a pink colored protein can be inserted into the plasmid 

and transform E. Coli can be transformed with the plasmid. Cells containing a plasmid encoding for GFP 

will fluoresce when exposed to UV light, and cells containing the plasmid encoding for the pink protein 

will turn pink. GFP and the pink protein will provide a phenotypic marker to easily identify cells 

containing the plasmid. Then, the plasmid will be extracted, and a crRNA sequence will be inserted into a 

plasmid, interrupting a lacZ. Cells with plasmids containing disrupted lacZ genes (and thus containing the 

crRNA insert) will appear white under a blue/white selection. The final step for preparing a plasmid 

capable of creating a markerless deletion of ndhF4 is to add a repair template. To this end, a repair 

template consisting of chromosomal DNA upstream and downstream to ndhF4 will be inserted into the 

plasmid, replacing GFP or the pink protein. The plasmid will be harvested from E. coli and introduced to 

Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942. When the Cas12a protein cuts ndhF4, the cell will repair it via 

homologous recombination with the repair template provided in the plasmid. 

1. Ungerer, J. and Pakrasi, H. B. Cpf1 Is A Versatile Tool for CRISPR Genome Editing Across 

Diverse Species of Cyanobacteria. Sci. Rep. 6, 39681; doi: 10.1038/srep39681 (2016). 

2. Tian-Cai Niu, Gui-Ming Lin, Li-Rui Xie, Zi-Qian Wang, Wei-Yue Xing, Ju-Yuan Zhang, and 

Cheng-Cai Zhang.  Expanding the Potential of CRISPR-Cpf1-Based Genome Editing Technology 

in the Cyanobacterium Anabaena PCC 7120. ACS Synthetic Biology 2019 8 (1), 170-180; DOI: 

10.1021/acssynbio.8b00437 
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The filamentous cyanobacteria genus Anabaena achieves both carbon fixing and nitrogen 

fixing simultaneously by separating the two processes spatially in different cells along a single 

filament and transferring nutrients between cells. Cyanobacteria serve as a major component in 

the global nitrogen cycle and present an intriguing potential as a biofertilizer.  Studying the 

nitrogen fixing cells in the filaments is not a trivial matter, as the nitrogen fixing heterocysts exist 

as a small population among the vegetative cells, making bulk culture analysis difficult. 

Photosystem balancing has been previously measured using 77K fluorescence spectroscopy, an 

ultra-low temperature fluorescence technique that allows for separation of different photosystem 

and pigment fluorescence signals in bulk cultures. This technique can then be used in parallel to 

confocal microscopy with tunable laser excitation and specific emission wavelengths to gain a 

window into photosystem balancing of individual cell types in a culture with differentiation into 

multiple cell types. Use of carefully aligned bulk and microscopy samples has allowed for further 

understanding as to the photosystem balancing of any remaining chlorophyll and phycobilisomes 

in heterocysts at different stages of differentiation, and of the vegetative cells surrounding them. 

This study was financially supported, in part, by the NIH/CU Molecular Biophysics Program, by 

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) DE-SC0018368 and DE-SC0020361.  
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The light-driven water oxidation processes inherent to Photosystem II (PS II) depends on the 

oxygen evolving complex (OEC), the CaMn4O5 cluster which cycles through five redox states, S0-

S4, finally evolving molecular oxygen (O2). Despite being the focus of recent study, the precise 

timing and mechanisms of O-O bond formation and O2 remains unknown. It has been established 

that substitution of the OEC’s Ca2+ with Sr2+ results in a decrease in the rate of oxygen evolution; 

we present DFT calculations on intermediates of the Kok cycle, yielding insight into energetic and 

structural differences on ~600 electron models of the OEC (BP86 level of theory, def2tzvp basis 

set for all atoms). Though DFT and cryogenic XAS are integral for reveling possible structures, 

models, and energetics of the S0-S4 transformations in PS II, they are insufficient for deciphering 

kinetics; use of a pump probe system with ns laser flashes advances the Kok cycle reveals rapid 

changes in the Mn K-beta emission spectra associated with progression through the Kok cycle. 

Comparison of Mn K-beta emission spectra of 2 flash (2F) intermediate (associated with 

advancement to the S3 intermediate) with 3F intermediates probed at different us delays indicate 

rapid (<50 us) changes to the Mn K-beta emission spectra. XANES spectra indicate that once the 

all-MnIV state is achieved, no further oxidation of the CaMn4O5 cluster is observed prior to O-O 

bond formation. A high energy – yet accessible – peroxide isoform of the S3 state may be oxidized 

by Tyrox during final electron transfer prior to O2 evolution, possibly explaining kinetics of O2 

evolution and an evolutionary adaption to avoid release of harmful peroxides. Based off the 

XANES data, DFT-optimized models analogous to the previous ~600 electron OEC models are 

produced considering this S3 state peroxo isoform. Models are computed both with native Ca-

based clusters as well as with Sr-substituted clusters, and their geometric and energetic differences 

are explored. Future work may include similar pump probe XANES experiment with Sr-

substituted PS II protein. 
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Orange carotenoid protein (OCP) dissipates the extra energy from phycobilisome (PBS), relieving the over 

excitation energetic pressure to reaction centers (RCs), Photosystem II (PSII) and Photosystem I (PSI), 

protecting the integrity of the electron transport chain in the thylakoid membrane, particularly the 

components on the stromal side of RCs. To probe the molecular mechanism of OCP during its photocycle 

and the interactions between PBS, OCP, and PSII, we have generated several strains for structural studies. 

In this report, we show that a genetically OCP-tagged PsbM, one small subunit peptide located in the 

interface of dimeric PSII, allows for forming a chimeric OCP-PSII complex. C-terminally polyhistidine 

modified OCP further facilitates biochemical purification of a functional OCP-PSII complex. Genetic 

analysis indicates complete segregation. Biochemical 

analysis shows the chimeric form of PsbM-OCP in the 

isolated OCP-PSII complex. We used molecular 

spectroscopy and HPLC analysis to characterize the 

pigment(s) that is loaded onto the OCP portion. We also 

characterized the excitation energy transfer landscape 

using time resolved fluorescence in whole cells and 

isolated OCP-PSII complex. Mass spectrometry analysis 

promises the residue level protection of PSII on its 

reduced side.  

  

 

This study was supported by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Basic Energy Sciences, grant 

DE-FG02-07ER15902 to HL. DMN is supported by EECE.
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Orange carotenoid protein (OCP) is a light-responsive regulatory protein found in cyanobacteria. 

OCP changes from its “orange form” (OCPO) to a “red form” (OCPR) upon light illumination. The 

pigment color changes are accompanied by dramatic protein conformational changes. We recently 

discovered that copper ion has no effect on the photoactivation kinetics. However, the relaxation 

process from OCPR to OCPO is largely delayed or completely blocked by the presence of copper 

ion. To probe the binding stoichiometry of copper ion on OCPR, we adopted native electrospray 

mass spectrometry, a technique that has the capability of studying protein with its intact pigment 

or cofactors. Additionally, we describe hydrogen deuterium exchange (H/DX) coupled with mass 

spectrometry for probing copper binding site(s) of OCP. Our native MS using low concentration 

of OCP (3 µM) indicated that monomeric OCP 

(mOCP) is the dominant species with charge 

states of +9, +10, +11 on SNAPT G2 versus 

charge state of +10, +11, +12, +13 on EMR. We 

also observed that copper-bound OCP is 

sprayed to show similar charge states, 

indicating tight copper binding in OCPR. OCP 

has two structural domains: N-terminal domain 

(NTD) and C-terminal domain (CTD), where 

the pigment is buried. To probe further the 

copper binding domains, we generated NTD 

and CTD by using low temperature partial 

proteolysis. It was observed that at least one 

copper ion can bind with NTD and one with 

CTD. 
  

 

This study was supported by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Basic Energy Sciences, 

grant DE-FG02-07ER15902 to HL. We thank NIH for support (NIH NIGMS 5P41GM103422 to 

MLG). 
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Cyanobacteria possess unique intracellular organization, which includes the thylakoid membranes, an 

additional set of membranes enclosing the thylakoid lumen. Recently, the thylakoid lumen proteome in 

cyanobacteria has been elucidated. Unexpectedly, many proteins that have previously been localized to 

the cyanobacterial periplasm were found within the thylakoid lumen, including PratA, CtpB, and AmiC. 

To better understand the relationship between the thylakoid lumen and the periplasm, an experiment to 

compare the proteome of the two compartments has been devised. This experiment utilizes APEX2 for 

proximity-based proteomics combined with tandem mass tag peptide labeling (TMT) to determine the 

proteome of the periplasm, thylakoid lumen, and cytoplasm. The proteomic data will also be used to 

identify factors important for localizing proteins to the thylakoid lumen or the periplasm. In the future, a 

similar technique could be used to investigate the localization of photosystem II (PSII) assembly, a 

cellular process that occurs in both the plasma membrane and the thylakoid membrane with assembly 

factors located in the cytoplasm, periplasm, and thylakoid lumen. 
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Phycobilisomes are photosynthetic antennas associated with the thylakoid membrane 

in red algae and cyanobacteria. Light in cyanobacteria is primarily collected by chromophores 

in the phycobilisome evolved to provide directional energy migration to chlorophyll in 

photosystems I and II. The phycobilisome is a large complex that consists of two domains: 

the core and rods both consisting of disc-shaped phycobiliprotein aggregates. 

Located in the core is ApcE, the anchor protein, that engages in stabilizing the core and 

anchoring phycobilisomes to the photosynthetic membranes where it can transfer energy. In 

2015, a proteomic study in cyanobacteria identified multiple cysteines in ApcE, one being 

involved in chromophore binding in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, and another as a potential 

site of glutathionylation. Gluathionylation, the formation of a mixed disulfide bond between 

glutathione and a cysteine residue, occurs frequently under oxidative stress and indicates a 

potential mechanism for the uncoupling and subsequent dissociation of the phycobilisome. A 

bioinformatics study revealed the glutathionylated cysteines to be conserved across multiple 

species of cyanobacteria. As the mechanism by which phycobilisomes disassociate under 

excess illumination and redox stress is not known, we hypothesize that these conserved 

cysteines could play a critical role in this acclimation process. 

The goal of this project is to understand the characteristics of ApcE and the mechanism 

of antenna binding. This can be accomplished in two steps: knocking out gene coding for 

ApcE in Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 and constructing cysteine-to-serine mutations in the 

conserved, potential glutathionylation cysteine candidates identified in ApcE. I have 

previously constructed the knockout mutant and successfully complemented the mutant by 

expressing the wild-type allele at a second site in the genome. The ApcE knockout mutant 

reveals a remarkable phenotype. The absorbance spectra of the ApcE knockout are modified. 

It also exhibits a high fluorescence phenotype. Using fluorescence microscopy, we visualized 

a change in the quantity and localization of thylakoid membranes. The mutant displays a 

modified localization of 

thylakoid membranes and asymmetric partitioning of thylakoid membranes during division. 
 

mailto:emko3123@colorado.edu
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Phycobilisomes (PBs) are light harvesting complexes of many cyanobacteria and some algae. 

These complexes covalently bind linear tetrapyrrole pigments and form large multisubunit 

structures located on the surface of thylakoid membranes – in proximity to photosynthetic reaction 

centres. The physicochemical properties of pigments in PBs are tuned to transfer the energy of 

absorbed light to the reaction centres. However, we have recently shown that pigments in PBs can 

reversibly enter states in which they dissipate excitation energy instead of transferring it. Switching 

between the states is light induced, and with increasing intensity of the incoming light, the 

equilibrium between the states shifts towards the energy-quenching ones. We have also shown that 

while each pigment in the PBs structure is capable of entering these energy-dissipative states, the 

pigments in the PBs core are more likely to undergo a switch. Here, we are reporting a single 

molecule spectroscopy study in which we examined the PBs isolated from a mutant and compared 

them with the WT-PBs of Synechocystis PCC6803. In this mutant – the ApcE-C190S-PBs – one 

of the most red-shifted pigments in PBs is missing (394 pigments vs 396 in WT-PB), but the 

structure of the complex remains unchanged. Our characterization revealed that the overall light-

induced dynamics of the ApcE-C190S-PB complexes are similar to WT-PBs. However, 

importantly, we also showed that the pigment of ApcE is a vital player in energy dissipation in 

PBs. Lack of this pigment makes PBs less likely to enter energy dissipative states in response to 

illumination. Detailed studies of the involvement of PBs subunits in energy dissipation will help 

identify structural arrangements responsible for the dynamic response of pigments in PBs to the 

changes in quality and quantity of light.    

mailto:gwizdala.michal@gmail.com
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The CO2 concentrating mechanism (CCM) in cyanobacteria is one of the most unique and 

efficient systems used to optimize photosynthetic output on the planet. An important part of the 

CCM is the use of CO2 uptake proteins (CupA and CupB) in cooperation with the NDH-1 

complexes embedded in the thylakoid membrane. Together, they convert CO2 to bicarbonate 

(HCO3), which creates high concentrations of HCO3
- in the cytoplasm. When inorganic carbon in 

the environment is limited, CupA is induced, alongside its constitutively expressed paralog, 

(CupB). CupA and CupB possess remarkably similar functionality, differing slightly in their 

expression and kinetic ability. While CupB is constitutively expressed in the cell, it is shown to 

have substantially lower affinity for CO2. CupA’s increased affinity for CO2, compared to CupB, 

is particularly useful when CO2 is limited in the environment. However, these two Cup proteins 

work together is largely unknown. Previous work suggests that CupA may only work with CupB 

present, while the reverse is not true as CupB works efficiently with or without CupA. This 

research is to test this hypothesis, and to better determine the relationship between these proteins. 

This was done by genetically modifying strains of Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 for comparison 

by physiological assays. 

 

mailto:Sydney.markham@okstate.edu
mailto:Rob.Burnap@okstate.edu
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7 Department of Chemistry, University of California Berkeley, CA 

 8 Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of California, Berkeley, CA 

 

In aquatic environments, water can act as a lens, altering the amount and type of wavelengths at 

varying depths. Additionally, currents can cause algae to rise from low light conditions to high 

light (HL) conditions rapidly. Photosynthetic organisms have adapted to these altering light levels 

by creating photoprotective pathways when exposed to saturating light levels which outpace the 

photosynthetic rate, leading to the formation of damaging reactive oxygen species. Non-

photochemical quenching (NPQ) pathways dissipate excess energy as heat. Organisms that are 

able to rapidly respond to changes in light levels have higher efficiency in carbon fixation. Previous 

work in this lab (Park et al. PNAS, 2019) has shown that Nannochloropsis oceanica, a microalga, 

known for its small size (~2-3 μm) and ability to accumulate large amounts of lipids, responds 

quickly to changes in light levels. N. oceanica is thought to exhibit only two components of NPQ: 

energy-dependent (qE) and zeaxanthin (Zea)-dependent quenching (qZ). Lhcx1 is the main pH-

sensing protein associated with qE in this species. Lhcx1 is thought to bind Zea as well as being 

the quenching location. By using time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), along with 

both periodic actinic light sequences (1 min HL-1 min dark, etc.) and variable light sequences, we 

were able to determine the kinetics of N. oceanica NPQ. Based on this data, we propose a model 

in which protonated Zea-Lhcx1 complex is needed for a rapid and strong response to high light. 

In dark adapted alga with no Zea, the initial exposure to light induces a gradual increase in the 

protonated Zea-Lhcx1 complex as Zea is accumulated. Once the organism is ‘pre-primed’ with 

Zea, the response to subsequent HL tracks with the light sequence. This theory was tested in HL 

grown plants and was consistent with the proposed mechanism. In the dark, Zea-Lhcx1 complex 

is de-protonated, which may induce some conformational change resulting in nearly complete 

relaxation. A quantitative model was created based on the interactions of the fast (qE) and slow 

(qZ) processes seen in N. oceanica.  
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Microsecond time-resolved step scan (μs-TRSS) FTIR difference spectroscopy at 77 K has been used 

to study photosystem I (PSI) particles from Thermosynechococcus elongatus (T. elongatus). PSI particles 

were prepared in two different ways, one is using the detergent dodecyl maltoside (β-DDM), the other using 

a styrene maleic copolymer (SMA-1440). To aid in interpretation and assignment of the bands in the 

spectra, comparisons were made with μs-TRSS FTIR DS obtained using PSI particles from Synechocystis 

sp. PCC 6803 WT (S6803) and from PCC 6803 menB– PSI mutant with PhQ incorporated into the A1 

binding site.   

 Photo-accumulated (P700+–P700) FTIR DS obtained at 298 and 77 K for the two differently prepared 

T. elongatus PSI samples are essentially identical, indicating that the polymer treatment has no impact on 

P700, even at the molecular level.  Similarly, time-resolved (P700+A1
––P700A1) and (A1

––A1) FTIR DS (at 

77 K) are also very similar in the differently prepared PSI samples, indicating that the polymer treatment 

also has no impact on A1.  

FTIR absorption spectra at 298 K were obtained for PSI prepared with copolymer and with β-DDM 

(Figure 1). These spectra exhibit bands that are due to the polymer and the protein, and allow an assessment 

of the polymer and protein concentration ratios in the samples. Bands in the spectra and how they relate to 

the polymer and the protein will be discussed.   

Figure 1. FTIR absorption spectra at 298 K for PSI from S6803 (pink), β-DDM prepared (red) and SMA copolymer 

prepared T. elongatus PSI (blue). Spectra of the SMA copolymer after drying is also shown (orange).   
 

Acknowledgements: This work was supported in part by a U.S. Department of Energy through Grant (DE-SC-0017937) to GH, 

and support from the Gibson Family Foundation to BDB. 
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High fidelity time resolved spectroscopy is a powerful tool for inspecting the excitonic states that 

arise as a result of interactions between strongly coupled pigments. Excitonic states due to the 8 

interacting pigments in FMO play a central role in the complex energy transfer dynamics within 

the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex. Many Hamiltonians have been proposed to 

empirically describe the electronic interactions between these 8 pigments, but none have 

satisfactorily reproduced experimentally observed spectra. Recent efforts have focused on 

computing a Hamiltonian from first principles. We report here preliminary results comparing first-

principles modeling efforts and spectra from wild-type (WT) FMO. Furthermore, we compare the 

WT spectra and dynamics to those of FMO with mutations near pigment 3 (Y16F) and pigment 4 

(Y345F). It is well understood that pigment 3 is the lowest energy of the 8 pigments and therefore 

is thought to be the quencher for triplet states in FMO. However, we report here that, contrary to 

expectations, the pigment 3 mutant does not show dramatically slower triplet state decay compared 

to WT. 

 
Fig 1: Absorption and circular dichroism (CD) decay associated spectra for WT FMO along with two mutants: Y16F (pigment 3 mutant) and 

Y345F (pigment 4 mutant). 

 

This work was supported by the Department of Energy, office of Basic Energy Sciences (grant 

DE-SC0018239). 
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Rhodobacter sphaeroides reaction centers (RCs) have been previously coupled to electrodes to generate 

light-dependent current.  Several approaches have been reported in the literature, including Langmuir 

Blodgett (LB) films that orient RCs on reduced graphene oxide promising higher current outputs.  

However, reported values are only 200-400 nA cm-2, which is at least two orders of magnitude lower 

compared to similar values observed using membranes (chromatophores) or purified RCs on silver 

electrodes.  Previously, we examined graphene oxide as a substrate amenable to crosslinking as well as 

non-covalent interactions of his-tagged purified reaction centers.  Here we report data showing that 

covalently crosslinked RCs attached to graphene oxide electrodes outperform his-tag oriented ones 

utilizing nickel-immobilized on similar graphene oxide electrodes.  Interestingly, the current observed is 

oxygen sensitive and is directly proportional to the concentration of quinone present, reaching 2.1 μA cm-

2 at a concentration similar to previously published (300μM vs 250μM).  These initial data will be further 

evaluated with various concentrations of the donor electrolyte, cytochrome c to infer the orientation of the 

cross-linked RCs as judged by direct vs diffusion limited electron transport into the graphene electrodes. 

mailto:kamil.woronowicz@westpoint.edu
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The Type I photosynthetic reaction center 
(RC), Photosystem I (PS I), is an exquisitely 
tuned pigment-protein complex that is 
comprised of multiple polypeptide subunits 
and protein-bound electron-transfer 
cofactors. Recent work in PS I has suggested 
that the six core chlorophyll (Chl) a molecules 
are highly coupled, allowing for efficient 
creation and stabilization of the charge-
separated state. Involved in this coupled 
complex is the primary acceptor, A0. While the 
properties of the intermediate and terminal 
acceptors are fairly well characterized, the role 
of A0 and the factors that contribute to its 
ultrafast processes and redox properties 
remain unclear. We employed a combination 
of 2D-HYSCORE spectroscopy and DFT 
calculations to explore the nature the A0

·– 
state. Analysis of the hyperfine coupling 
constants revealed that A0, once thought to be 
a Chl a monomer, instead functions as a dimer 
of Chl2/Chl3 with an asymmetric distribution of 
electron density favoring Chl3.1 Interestingly, this dimerization occurs independently of the axial 
ligand, as seen when the Met that ligates Chl3 is changed to a His, with the only noticeable change 
being a shift in the asymmetry.2 This dimerization of the primary acceptor likely serves to ensure 
charge separation is energetically downhill, and that subsequent recombination is slowed. Structural 
comparisons of A0 in PS I with the primary acceptor of other Type I and Type II RCs reveals that 
dimerization of A0 is predicted to occur in other Type I RCs, and unlikely to occur in Type II RCs. This 
change in the mechanism of primary charge separation may shed light on the evolutionary divergence 
of Type I and Type II RCs. 
1. M. Gorka, P. Charles, V. Kalendra, K. V. Lakshmi and J. H. Golbeck “A Dimeric Chlorophyll Electron 

Acceptor Differentiates Type I from Type II Photosynthetic Reaction Centers” (2021) iScience (Cell Press), 

24, 102719. 

2. M. Gorka, E. Gruszecki, P. Charles, V. Kalendra, K. V. Lakshmi and J. H. Golbeck “Two-dimensional 

HYSCORE Spectroscopy Reveals Histidine as the Axial Ligand to Chl3A in the M688HPsaA Genetic Variant 

of Photosystem I” (2021) Biochim. Biophys. Acta- Bioenergetics, 1862, 148424. 

Figure 1: Computational model of: (A) The electron spin 
density distribution in the singly occupied molecular 

orbital (SOMO) of the A0
·– state. The model includes the 

cofactors: A1A, Chl3A, and Chl2A as well as the A-Met688 
and A-Tyr696 residues that are axially ligated and 
hydrogen bonded to the Chl3A cofactor, respectively. (B) 

The P700
·+ state, containing the Chl1A and Chl1B cofactors 

and their axial ligands. 
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 Time-resolved step-scan Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy (DS) has been 

used to study trimeric and monomeric photosystem I (PSI) particles from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 

Time resolved P700+A1
−/P700A1 and photoaccumulated P700+/P700 FTIR difference spectra were 

produced for both trimeric and monomeric PSI. Native PSI has a phylloquinone (PhQ) (2-methyl-3-phytyl-

1,4-naphthoquinone) molecule in the A1 binding site. Trimeric menB− PSI was also studied. MenB- PSI has 

a plastoquinone molecule (PQ) (2,3-dimethyl-1,4-benzoquinone) in the A1 binding site.  

By subtracting P700+A1
−/P700A1 DS from P700+/P700 DS, an A1

−/A1 FTIR DS was constructed.  

For PSI with PhQ incorporated the A1
−/A1 FTIR DS display bands at 1668 and 1627 cm-1 that are likely 

due to C1=O and C4=O stretching vibrations of neutral PhQ, respectively. For menB− PSI corresponding 

bands are found at 1666 cm-1 and 1635 cm-1.  

Bands are also observed at 1495 and 1417 cm-1 for monomeric or trimeric PSI with PhQ 

incorporated. These bands are due to C1=O and C4=O modes of PhQ−, respectively. For menB menB− PSI 

with PQ in the A1 binding site, corresponding semiquinone bands are observed at 1489 and 1415 cm-1. 
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